OEPS

Race 3 Swisttal for Troisdorf 2013

The last round of the 2013 OEPS race proved to be a very exciting one, and not only
because of the racing ;)

Thursday
On Thursday night many teams had taken the opportunity to test and setup their cars on
the fast and large track in Troisdorf. And with a large entry field of again 24 the teams
were putting in as many laps as they could. Fastest laptimes in LMP1 were set early on by
No Limits displaying a great level of grip. NDW Works team had clearly improved running a
new chassis and so far were ahead of the Hobby 2000 D&G team. Plastikquäler on the
other hand were not doing so well as usual. The car behaved erratic and ... strange for
lack of a better description.
Training.

Frank Biela was getting dialled in aswell, getting ever faster laptimes out of their Lola.
Scuderia Kaitserrari were showing remarkable speed, being about 4th fastest during all of
practise. Meanwhile Slotattack and GMS were running like clockwork, executing their
programme and steady progress was visible. For the Carbon Hornets they were on familiar
grounds, having raced on the track quite a few times now and their Lola was running very
respectable laptimes. The Sloefspeed teams were having trouble finding the right setup for
their cars but were determent to get the cars running up to speed. Slotfabrik’s Audi R18 Etron Quattro showed good pace all along practise session.
In LMP2 there was a new player in the field in the form of a new, lighter, wider chassis and
better tested Deltawing. The Troisdorf track really suited the Deltawing ( in the team also
known as ‘The Black Cock’ and it’s laptimes blew away the competition. It was promising
to be a 4-way fight between the Deltawing of team JM, Matchbox, Nemesis and LMP2
leader SRCB from Belgium. Overall the LMP2 laptimes were about 0,3sec down to the
fastest LMP1 teams, a real sign of how professional the teams are taking on the LMP2
challenge.
In GT teams Slotcraft, 1a Slotpiste and RPM racing were getting ready for the face-off, all
wanting to prove why they are the best in GT. Best laptimes were continuously swapped
and all 3 teams were going to give it their very best in the race.

Friday
While Practise continued all Friday, the remaining teams arrived and took to the track. It
didn’t take long before the laptimes of the previous night were broken.

Friday training

Yet at about 16:00 came a surprise. All lights in the race center went out and all power
was lost. It seemed like a (regular) power outage, but it soon became clear the technical
problems were larger then feared and the power would not be going back on during the
weekend.
No electricity :-(

This of course caused a very difficult situation. Thankfully Jurgen Landsberg was kind
enough to offer to rent his facility to the crew of Raceway Troisdorf and thus we were able
to have the race in Swisstal, which was about 20 minutes away by car.By the time all
teams were settled in in Swisttal it was about 20:30. By this time it was too late still have
the motor and tyres handed out to the teams, so in agreement with the teams it was
decided to do this on Saturday morning early.

Training in Swisttal

Saturday
All the teams were perfectly organised to get the motors and built in on Saturday which
was very much appreciated by the organisation. A big ‘thank you’ to the teams.

Handout at Saturday morning

Startfield Round 3

As always in the OEPS the racing was extremely fast but fair. In fact track-calls are getting
less and less regular.

Qualification result, Quali winner PQ with neraly the same time then during round 2 some weeks before

At the front it was close racing between Plastikquäler, who had the luck that their car
worked really well again in Swisstal, No Limits, Hobby 2000 D&G and NDW Works team.

Result after the second (night) race

Result by Rounds after 3rd race

Final Championship!

The organisation wishes to thank the following people for their great work and help in the
OEPS organisation:
- Peter Oberbillig for trueing the tyres
- Alex Ortmann, Peter Juchem & Christian Schnitzler for testing all the motors.
- Mario Bäsken for doing all the race direction.
- Sebastian Nockemann for doing the technical inspections, website and promotion.
- Gerd Schumacher for assisting with the race direction.
- Lukas Hoffmann for assisting in getting the right cars at the right place at the right time.
- Jurgen Landsberg, Martin Bartelmes and Gerd Westerhausen for their tireless efforts in
running their facilities during the OEPS events.
- Last but not least Nick de Wachter for being the chief ;)

Price giving ceremony

Winner GT class - 1A Slotpiste

Sorry no photo
Winner LMP2 class - SRCB

3nd overall - Hobby2000 DG

2nd overall - NDW works team

Winner overall - Plastikquäler
Championship
GT class - RPM (new in 2013)
LMP2 class - SRCB (new in 2013)
LMP1 class and overall - Plastikquäler (third success in row)

Many thanks and see you all next year at the race!

